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Abstra t

A ontent-addressable network (CAN) is a distributed lookup table that an be used to
implement peer-to-peer (P2P) systems. A CAN allows the dis overy and lo ation of data and/or
resour es, identi ed by keys, in a distributed network (e.g., Internet), in absen e of entralized
server or any hierar hi al organization. Several networks have been re ently des ribed in the
literature, and some of them have led to the development of experimental systems. We present a
new CAN, alled d2b. Its main hara teristi s are: simpli ity, provability, and s alability. d2b
allows the number of nodes n to vary between 1 and jKj where K is the set of keys managed by the
network. In term of performan es, any join or leave of a user implies a onstant expe ted number
of link modi ations, and, with high probability (w.h.p.), at most O(log n) link modi ations.
The laten y of a lookup routing is O(log n), w.h.p., in the sense that a key is at most O(log n)
hops away from a onsumer. A join involves key redistribution among two nodes (whi h is
the minimum possible), in luding the node joining the system. Similarly, a leave involves key
redistribution among at most three nodes. The set of keys is fairly distributed among nodes,
in the sense that every node is responsible for an expe ted number of jKj=n keys, and, w.h.p.,
O(jKj log n=n) keys. The traÆ load in urred by lookup routing is also fairly distributed, and
the expe ted ongestion of a node is O((log n)=n). Finally, a parameter d allows a trade-o
between the degree of the network, whi h in reases linearly with d, and the diameter of the
network, whi h de reases logarithmi ally with d. Hen e, a large d allows faster lookup routing,
at the pri e of a slight in rease of the laten y for joining and leaving the network. We believe
that these properties make d2b urrently the most promising network for a pra ti al and eÆ ient
use of CANs.
Keywords: peer-to-peer system, ontent-addressable network, dynami network, distributed
hash table, de Bruijn graph.
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Introdu tion

A ontent-addressable network (CAN) is a distributed logi al network allowing the dis overy and
lo ation of data and/or resour es identi ed by keys1 , in a physi al network (e.g., Internet). A CAN
is des ribed by a pair (K; G) where K is a set of keys, and G = (V; E ) is a graph. To every node
v 2 V of the graph G is assigned a subset of keys Kv su h that [v2V Kv = K. More pre isely,
node v stores a lookup table whi h ontains information related to all keys  2 Kv . For instan e,
the lookup table of node v ontains the IP-address of a node holding the resour e of key , for
every  2 Kv (see Table 1(a)). There is a dire ted edge (u; v) 2 E from node u to node v in G
if u is \aware of" the physi al address (e.g., the IP-address) of node v. In other words, node u
stores a routing table (see Table 1(b)) whi h ontains the IP-address of nodes to whi h it an set
up a dire t onne tion (e.g., a TCP onne tion), and transmit messages dire tly. Finally, there is a
distributed routing proto ol R in G whi h is in harge of transmitting requests (e.g., for resour es)
in the logi al network. As opposed to usual networks, routing in a CAN is not performed a ording
to a destination label, but a ording to a resour e key. More pre isely, R is a fun tion that maps
V  K to V , under the restri tion that, for any key , and any node u, R(u; ) is either u or an
out-neighbor v of u in G. If v 6= u, R(u; ) = v is interpreted as: at the urrent node u, a lookup
for key  is to be forwarded through edge (u; v). If R(u; ) = u then  2 Ku. Therefore, the
key  should provide enough information to allow routing, from any sour e, to some node holding
information about the resour e of key , i.e., a node su h that  is an entry of its lookup table.
A CAN is an underlying me hanism that an be used to implement peer-to-peer (P2P) systems.
A user of su h a system is onne ted to a node u, and has a ess to every resour e stored in the
system, generally via a onne tion to a remote node v 6= u storing the resour e. P2P systems
must perform in absen e of any entralized or hierar hi al stru ture, and CANs are good ways
to implement distributed lookup proto ols for nding out IP-addresses of nodes storing requested
resour es. Here is a possible s enario. Assume that a user onne ted to node u is looking for some
resour e item whose key is  2 K. A lookup message is then sent from u. The format of su h a
message ould be hlookup; u; i where u is the IP-address of node u. Based on , the distributed
routing proto ol R routes the message in the logi al network G, from u to some node w satisfying
 2 Kw . Depending on the implementation, w may or may not store the requested item. In ase
w does not store the requested item, it stores a lookup table whi h, for any key  in Kw , returns
the IP-address of a node v storing the resour e item of key . Hen e, in our s enario, w sends to
u the IP-address v of node v. On e u re eives the IP-address v , it onta ts v to retrieve the
requested item. Alternatively, w an onta t v dire tly, get the item there, and forward it to u.
The advantage of this latter solution is that u does not know who stores the requested item, and
v does not know who requested that item, preserving anonymity.
For instan e, let K = [0; M 1℄, and G be the ring fu0 ; : : : ; un 1g, where ui 2 [0; M 1℄, and
u0 < u1 < : : : < un 1 . There is an outgoing edge from ui to ui+1 mod n , i = 0; : : : ; n 1. For
i > 0, node ui is responsible for all keys  su h that ui 1 <   ui , and u0 is responsible for keys
 su h that 0    u0 or un 1 <   M 1. Routing in the ring is easy: a request for a key  is
sent from its sour e ui to ui+1 mod n, then from ui+1 mod n to ui+2 mod n, and so on until the request
rea hes node uj with uj 1 <   uj , or node u0 if 0    u0 or un 1 <   M 1. If the ui's
are hosen uniformly at random, then every node is responsible for roughly the same amount of
keys. However, this solution su ers from a major drawba k: the average length (number of hops)
This paper does not onsider the question of assigning keys to resour es, and we refer to [22℄ for a dis ussion
about this important aspe t of the problem.
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Lookup table

Resour e-Key
001100. . . 1010
010100. . . 0011
..
.
..
.
..
.
011001. . . 1101

(a)

Routing table

IP-address
172.174.15.2
115.215.42.1
..
.
..
.
..
.
123.13.2.1

Node-Label
1100
110100
1101010
1101011
11011

IP-address
129.175.15.1
132.205.45.1
147.83.2.4
134.117.5.8
129.199.96.32
(b)

Table 1: Lookup and routing tables. In this example, resour e-keys are m-bit strings, and nodelabels are binary strings of arbitrary length.
of a route followed by a lookup message is (n), where n is the number of nodes urrently in the
system, resulting in a laten y mu h too high for a pra ti al use (a P2P system should support
thousands of users).
Another solution onsists to onne t every ui to uj for all j 6= i, i.e., G is the omplete graph.
Routing is then trivial, but every node ui must store a routing table with n 1 entries, one for
every IP-address of the n 1 other nodes. Su h a table would be mu h too large for any pra ti al
use. Also, a new node joining the system would have to distribute its IP-address to all nodes already
in the network, resulting in (n) messages ex hanged in the system, and (n) link modi ations,
just for one join.
A third solution onsists to organize the nodes as a omplete binary tree (where the last level may
be in omplete). In ase of a join or a leave, a small number of messages are suÆ ient to reorganize
the network. Lookup routing is fast, i.e., at most O(log n) steps. However, the ongestion at the
root of the tree is huge: roughly half of the lookups are routed through the root!
None of these three solutions s ale, either be ause the diameter of the network is too large, or
be ause the degrees of the nodes are too large, or be ause the onne tivity of the network is too
small.
1.1

Statement of the problem

The design of a CAN onsists to de ne (1) a set of keys, (2) a distributed assignment of keys to
nodes, (3) a set of dynami onne tions between nodes, and (4) a distributed routing me hanism
using these onne tions. The design is subje t to the following onstraints:
1.
2.
3.
4.

At any time, all nodes urrently in the system are mutually rea hable;
Any node an leave the system at any time, and any node an join the system at any time;
At any time, keys are evenly distributed among nodes;
Lookups are performed on a key-basis, i.e., the route from the onsumer of a resour e to a
supplier of information on erning that resour e is set up a ording to the knowledge provided
by the key of the resour e only;
2

5. The lookup laten y is small, that is the time to rea h a node responsible for any given key
from any given onsumer is small, i.e., the lookup path length must be short;
6. The traÆ load in urred by lookups routing through the system should be evenly distributed
among nodes;
7. The update time is small, that is the update of the routing tables and of the onne tion links
due to a leave or a join must be fast;
8. The redistribution of keys due to a leave or a join must be fast.
Constraint 1 is onstitutive of a network insuring exhaustive sear h. Constraint 2 expresses the
dynamism of the network, typi al of a peer-to-peer system. The next two onstraints are related
to the primal role of CANs, whi h is to provide the storage of, and the a ess to a huge amount
of resour es. The large lookup table orresponding to these resour es must be fairly distributed
among the nodes (Constraint 3), and the a ess to any resour e must be driven by its key only
(Constraint 4). The last four onstraints are related to the performan es of the network. More
pre isely, the user-per eption of the quality of a P2P system depends on Constraint 5 be ause a
onsumer wants to be served as qui kly as possible. To satisfy this requirement, the length of the
routing paths must be as short as possible, and the lo al routing tables must be small. Constraint 6
spe i es that no server should be a bottlene k on the performan es of the servi e. The ongestion of
a node is intended to measure the probability that it is involved in a sear h for a random key, from a
random sour e-node. It is de ned as the ratio load over total number of pairs ( onsumer,key), that
is the number of lookups that an pass through the node, divided by njKj. Constraints 7 and 8
ontrol the \degree of dynamism" supported by the system: omplex lo al updates, or transfer
of large amounts of data between remote nodes in the logi al network, limit the rea tivity of the
system. To a hieve Constraint 7, the number of ontrol messages ex hanged between nodes due to
a join or a leave must be small. To a hieve Constraint 8, nodes storing \ lose" sets of keys must
be lose in the CAN.
1.2

Our Results

We des ribe a new ontent-addressable network, alled d2b. The underlying topology of d2b is the
de Bruijn graph [7℄. It is known that the stati version of the de Bruijn graph allows to onstru t
large networks of xed degree and small diameter [4℄. We show that one an use the de Bruijn
graph to design dynami networks as well. The expe ted performan es of d2b are summarized in
Table 2, in omparison with other CANs previously proposed in the literature.
A rst remarkable hara teristi of d2b is its simpli ity (as simple as, e.g., Chord [22℄). All
nodes of d2b play roughly the same role in the network, and routing is simple and naturally well
balan ed. This is in ontrast with, e.g., Vi eroy [13℄, in whi h the 3-phase routing proto ol indu es
an underlying hierar hy among the di erent levels of nodes. d2b is also perfe tly s alable, and the
number of nodes an take any value between 1 and 2m where m is any integer whose value is xed
(say m = 128 or 256 for a pra ti al use).
The set of keys managed by an n-node d2b is basi ally the same as for Chord [22℄, Vi eroy [13℄,
and DMBN [6℄: K = f0; : : : ; 2m 1g, and 1  n  jKj. As for ea h of these three CANs, the
expe ted number of keys managed by a node of d2b is jKj=n, and is, with high probability2, at
a priori

2

In this paper, an event E o urs with high probability (w.h.p.) if Prob(E )  1

3

O

(1=n).

Update
Lookup
Congestion
CAN [19℄
O(d)
O(dn1=d )
O(dn1=d 1 )
Tapestry [24℄
O(d log n= log d) O(log n= log d)
O((log n)=n)
Chord [22℄
O(log n)
O(log n)
O((log n)=n)
DMBN [6℄
O(log n)
O(log n)
O((log n)=n)
Small World [10℄
O(1)
O(log2 n)
O((log2 n)=n)
Vi eroy [13℄
O(1)
O(log n)
O((log n)=n)
d2b [this paper℄
O(1)
O(log n)
O((log n)=n)
d-dimensional d2b
O(d)
O(log n= log d) O((log n)=(n log d))
Table 2: Comparison of expe ted performan e measures of CANs
most O(jKj log n=n).
W.h.p., a lookup initiated from any node rea hes the node responsible of the requested key after at
most O(log n) hops. Chord and Tapestry [24℄ satisfy the same property. The simpli ed version of
Vi eroy has, w.h.p., a lookup laten y O(log2 n). An improved version of Vi eroy, in luding a more
sophisti ated lookup strategy has, w.h.p., lookup laten y O(log n).
The expe ted degree of d2b is O(1), and there is a onstant expe ted number of ontrol messages
that are ex hanged during a join or a leave (all ontrol messages are ex hanged between neighboring
nodes in d2b). Hen e the expe ted time of any update is onstant. W.h.p., an update takes at
most O(log n) time. Vi eroy performs better with this respe t sin e the degree of Vi eroy an be
kept onstant. However, this requires the use of an involved \bu ket me hanism" that ompli ates
the Vi eroy network signi antly.
The expe ted ongestion2 of a node in d2b is O((log n)=n), and the ongestion experien ed by any
node is, w.h.p., O((log n)=n). These performan es are the same as those of d2b's prede essors,
in luding Chord and Vi eroy.
Finally, we an de ne a d-dimensional version of d2b, for d  2. (The basi version of d2b has
dimension 2.) The d-dimensional version of d2b is build upon the de Bruijn graph of dimension d,
and uses the key spa e K = f0; : : : ; dm 1g. Its expe ted degree is O(d), for an expe ted diameter
O(log n= log d). This gives a trade-o between the laten y for joining or leaving the network, and
the laten y of a lookup. Also, a large d in reases the onne tivity of the network, and thus its
robustness against pro essor rashes. This fa ility is not o ered by Vi eroy.
To summarize, we laim that d2b is today the most promising andidate for a pra ti al and eÆ ient
use of CANs.
1.3

Related Works

Mu h attention has been given to the onstru tion of large networks of given maximum degree and
given diameter (see, e.g., [14℄ and the referen es therein). This problem is known as the (; D)graph problem. Although solutions for this problem an be pra ti ally used for the design of stati
networks, they do not t well with the dynami setting of P2P systems for optimal solutions with
n + 1 nodes may di er signi antly from the solutions with n nodes.
Graphs augmented with \long range onta ts", as de ned in [23℄, an be used for the design
of CANs. In parti ular, d-dimensional toruses augmented with long range onta ts hosen at
4

random a ording to the2 harmoni distribution yield networks in whi h routing an be performed
on a key basis in O(log n) expe ted number of steps [10℄. However, a lower bound of (log2 n)
expe ted number of steps was shown in [2℄, and there is no eviden e that using another probabilisti
distribution for the hoi e of the long range onta ts would bring any improvement. Hen e, su h
networks would yield large laten ies for the lookups.
The
network ommunity has re ently fo used on the onstru tion and management of
dynami networks (see [3℄ and the referen es therein). However, the proposed solutions are often
very spe i of the underlying network te hnology (e.g., Bluetooth), and routing is not performed
on a key basis.
DNS provides a host name to IP-address mapping [15℄, but relies on a set of spe ial root servers, and
DNS names are stru tured to re e t administrative boundaries. File-sharing servi es like Napster
or Gnutella either use entral servers (as Napster), or perform sear hes by ooding (as Gnutella).
Flooding overloads the network3 , and annot be eÆ iently used in pra ti e at the Internet s ale.
Freenet [5℄ does not assign responsibility for resour es to spe i servers, and looking for a resour e
takes the form of sear hes for a hed opies of that resour e. It provides anonymity, but prevents
from guaranteeing su ess of a request, and from giving bound on the time it takes for a su essful
request.
In [16℄ is des ribed a dynami network with onstant maximum degree, and O(log n) diameter,
w.h.p., under a spe i probabilisti model of join and leave. However, as already observed by [13℄,
the onstru tion of [16℄ does not provide a routing s heme, and the intended appli ation is to
disseminate queries rather than to route them. In [8℄, a CAN with logarithmi diameter and faulttolerant to an adversary deleting up to a onstant fra tion of the nodes is des ribed. However,
the solution is designed for any xed value of n, and does not provide for the system
to adapt
dynami ally to a large number of joins or leaves. Moreover, sear hing generates O(log2 n) messages,
and the degree is O(log n). A dynami version has been presented in [6℄.
This paper is strongly related to the works in [6, 13, 19, 22, 24℄. The CAN des ribed in [19℄ is based
on the d-dimensional torus topology, and uses the key spa e K = [0; 1℄d . The expe ted diameter is
O(dn1=d ), and the expe ted degree is O(d). Tapestry [24℄ (see also [9, 21℄) implements the proto ol
proposed in [17℄. The degree of the indu ed topology is O(d logd n), and its expe ted diameter
is O(logd n), where d is the base in whi h the node IDs are en oded. Chord [22℄ is based on the
hyper ube topology, and uses the key set K = f0; : : : ; 2m 1g. Its expe ted diameter is O(log n),
and the expe ted degree is O(log n). Vi eroy [13℄ uses the same key set as Chord, but is based on
the butter y graph. The simpli ed version of Vi eroy has expe ted degree O(1), expe ted diameter
O(log n) (w.h.p., O(log2 n)), and expe ted ongestion O((log n)=n) (w.h.p., O((log2 n)=n)). An
improved version of Vi eroy, in luding a more sophisti ated lookup strategy, has a diameter O(log n)
with high probability. In addition, a \bu ket me hanism" allows to x the maximum degree of the
nodes, whi h is only bounded by O(log n), w.h.p., in the simpli ed version. Vi eroy is therefore
the rst known onstant-degree CAN with logarithmi diameter. However, its onstru tion and
management are relatively omplex, and require sophisti ated pro edures whi h might be diÆ ult
to implement in a pra ti al setting (more diÆ ult than, e.g., Chord). Finally, DMBN [6℄ uses the
same set of keys as Chord and Vi eroy, and is based on the multi-butter y graph. It has same
diameter and degree as Chord, but is also fault-tolerant to an adversary deleting up to a onstant
fra tion of the nodes.
ad ho

It was mentioned in [20℄ that roughly 50% of the traÆ generated by Gnutella is due to the ontrol traÆ , even
though sear hes have been limited to within a ertain distan e from the onsumer
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Figure 1: The de Bruijn graph B (2; 3)
1.4

Organization of the Paper

In the next se tion, we des ribe the ontent-addressable network d2b. Its main properties are derived in Se tion 3, in luding a proof of orre tness. Se tion 4 ontains a dis ussion about variants
of d2b, in luding its d-dimensional version, and the ability to hoose the label of a node more
arefully, in order either to mat h with the hara teristi s of the underlying physi al network (i.e.,
Internet), or to de rease the maximum load of the nodes. Finally, Se tion 5 ontains some onluding remarks, in luding a brief dis ussion about the implementation of d2b in an experimental
global omputing platform urrently developed at LRI.
2

The Content-Addressable Network

d2b

In this se tion, we des ribe d2b, in luding the join and leave pro edures. d2b is parametrized by
a parameter d  2. For the sake of larity, we des ribe here the version of d2b for d = 2. The
des ription of the d-dimensional d2b network for arbitrary d is given in Se tion 4.1. We begin the
des ription of d2b by a brief des ription of the stati version of the topology.
2.1

The de Bruijn Graph

The underlying stati topology of the d-dimensional d2b, d  2, is the de Bruijn graph B (d; k),
for k  1. B (d; k) is de ned from [7℄. It is the dire ted graph whose nodes are all strings of length
k on the alphabet f0; : : : ; d 1g, and there is an edge from any node x1 x2 : : : xk to the d nodes
x2 : : : xk , for = 0; : : : ; d 1. Figure 1 displays B (2; 3). Note that there are loops around all
nodes : : : , 2 f0; : : : ; d 1g, and that B (d; k) is not vertex-transitive. Nevertheless, we will see
that this has no impa t on the performan es of d2b whi h are uniformly balan ed among nodes.
B (d; 1) is the omplete graph of d nodes, with loops.
B (d; k) has dk nodes, in-degree and out-degree d, and diameter k. Routing from x1 : : : xk to y1 : : : yk
is a hieved by following the route x1 : : : xk ! x2 : : : xk y1 ! x3 : : : xk y1y2 ! : : : ! xk y1 : : : yk 1 !
y1 : : : yk . A shorter route is obtained by looking for the longest sequen e that is suÆx of x1 : : : xk ,
and pre x of y1 : : : yk . If there is su h a sequen e xi : : : xk = y1 : : : yk i+1, then the shortest
path from x1 : : : xk to y1 : : : yk is x1 : : : xk ! x2 : : : xk yk i+2 ! x3 : : : xk yk i+2yk i+3 ! : : : !
xi 1 : : : xk yk i+2 : : : yk 1 ! y1 : : : yk . De Bruijn graphs are iterated line-graphs. Let us re all
that the line-graph L(G) of a graph G is the graph whose nodes are the edges of G, and there
is an edge from node e to node e0 in L(G) if e0 is in ident to e in G. The iterated line-graph
Lk (G), k  1, is de ned as L1(G) = L(G), and Lk+1(G) = L(Lk (G)). One an easily he k that
B (d; k) = L(B (d; k 1)) by labeling x1 : : : xk the node of B (d; k) orresponding to the edge from
6

x1 : : : xk 1 to x2 : : : xk
2.2

in B (d; k 1). Hen e B (d; k) = Lk 1(Kd ).

Overall Des ription of

d2b

The 2-dimensional d2b uses the set K = f0; : : : ; 2m 1g as key spa e, also viewed as the set of
binary strings of length m. Nodes of d2b are given labels that are also binary strings, but of length
at most m. Thus there are at most 2m nodes in d2b. Note that this is not a limitation for m = 128
(or even 256) in pra ti e, to insure a number of keys mu h larger than the number of IPv4 addresses
(see [24℄). For instan e, a system with a million nodes uses node-labels
P on roughly 20 bits. The
value of a node u labeled x1 : : : xk , xi 2 f0; 1g, is val(u) = 2m k  ki=1 xi 2k i .
De nition 2.1 A universal pre x set is a set S of binary words su h that, for any in nite word
! 2 f0; 1g , there is a unique word in S whi h is a pre x of !. The empty set is also a universal

pre x set.

For instan e, f0; 100; 1010; 1011; 11g is a universal pre x set. d2b insures that, at any time, the set
of labels of all nodes urrently in the network is a universal pre x set.
m k (1+
Key distribution. Node u labeled x1 : : : xk is responsible for all keys between val (u) and 2
Pki=1 xi2k i) 1. More expli itly, the key whose binary representation is 1 : : : m is managed
by
node x1 : : : xk urrently in the system if and only if x1 : : : xk is a pre x of 1 : : : m . Hen e, a node
labeled x1 : : : xk is responsible for 2m k keys. Conversely, a node responsible for 2q keys has a label
on m q bits. All keys are assigned sin e, by onstru tion, the node-labels form a universal pre x
set.
Routing onne tions. At any given time, node labeled x1 : : : xk has either a unique out-neighbor
of the form x2 : : : xj , j  k, or (ex lusive) several out-neighbors, of the form x2 : : : xk y1 : : : y` where
1  `  m k + 1. In the latter ase, the set of sequen es y1 : : : y` forms a universal pre x set. In
parti ular, if x2 : : : xk y1 : : : y` is an out-neighbor of x1 : : : xk , then none of the labels x2 : : : xk y1 : : : yi,
i < `, is urrently used in the network. In the remaining part of the paper, an out-neighbor of
a node u is simply alled a hild of u. The hildren of a node labeled x1 : : : xk are displayed
on Figure 2(a). In this example, node x1 : : : xk has ve hildren labeled x2 : : : xk 0, x2 : : : xk 100,
x2 : : : xk 1010, x2 : : : xk 1011, and x2 : : : xk 11. In the network, there is no node labeled x2 : : : xk 1,
x2 : : : xk 10, or x2 : : : xk 101.
Symmetri ally, at any given time, node labeled x1 : : : xk has in-neighbors, simply alled parents, of
the form x1 : : : xj , 2 f0; 1g and j  k, or of the form x1 : : : xk y1 : : : y`, where 2 f0; 1g and
1  `  m k 1. In the latter ase, the set of sequen es y1 : : : y` forms a universal pre x set.
Note that the two forms may oexist simultaneously, but then 6= .
Remark. Be ause of the loops around nodes 0 : : : 0, and 1 : : : 1, the hild and parent- onne tions
are slightly di erent for these two nodes. A node u labeled : : : , 2 f0; 1g, has hildren the
nodes labeled : : : y1 : : : y`, `  1, where y1 = . The set of labels y2 : : : y` is a universal pre x set.
The parents of node u are labeled : : : with j  k symbols , or (ex lusive) : : : y1 : : : y`,
with k symbols , and `  1. In the latter ase, the set of sequen es y1 : : : y` forms a universal
pre x set.
Sibling onne tions. In addition to the hild and parent- onne tions, hildren of any node u
are linked together by sibling onne tions as follows (see Figure 2(a)). If v is a hild of u in d2b,
then there is an up-sibling onne tion from v to w where w is the hild of u with the smallest
7
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Figure 2: Children (plain arrows) and sibling (doted lines) onne tions
value val(w) larger that val(v). (If v has the largest value among all hildren of u, then v has no
up-sibling.) Similarly, there is a down-sibling onne tion from v to w where w is the hild of u with
the largest value smaller that val(v). (If v has the smallest value among all hildren of u, then v
has no down-sibling.) The sibling onne tions are used for the purpose of key redistribution, and
not for routing.
Routing proto ol. Routing in d2b performs roughly the same as in de Bruijn graph. More
pre isely, let x1 : : : xk be the label of a node u in d2b, and let  be any key. Let 1 : : : m be the
binary representation of . Let S be the longest binary string that is a suÆx of x1 : : : xk and a pre x
of 1 : : : m , possibly S = ;. If S = x1 : : : xk , then u holds . Otherwise, if u has a unique hild
v labeled x2 : : : xj , then the lookup for key  is forwarded to this hild. If u has several hildren,
then the lookup for key  is forwarded to the hild v labeled x2 : : : xk y1 : : : y` su h that Sy1 : : : y`
is a pre x of 1 : : : m . By the universal pre x set property, su h a hildren exists, and is uniquely
de ned.
4
Publi ation of the keys. A node u of the system aiming to publish a resour e omputes the
orresponding key  2 K, and sends a \request-to-publish message" through the network. The
format of su h a message is hpublish; u; i, where u is the IP-address of u. It is routed like a
lookup message, based on the binary representation of . When the node responsible for  re eives
the message, it pla es u in the entry  of its lookup table.
2.3

The Join Pro edure

As for most of the CANs (see, e.g., [19℄), we assume that the IP-addresses of some nodes urrently in
the network are (at least partially) publi . Hen e, we assume that a node aiming to join the network
knows some onta t nodes already in the network, alled entry points. The joining pro edure has
mainly three stages:
1. Getting a d2b label;
2. Redistribution of the keys;
4

Again, we fo us on the onstru tion of the CAN only, not on the way keys are assigned to resour es.
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3. Updating the onne tions (in luding routing, and sibling onne tions).
Let u be a node joining the system, and let v be its entry point in d2b, i.e., u knows the IP-address
v of v.
2.3.1 Getting a d2b label

To join, u onta ts v, and gets a temporary label whi h is an m-bit string s1 : : : sm hosen uniformly
at random. A \request-for-join message" is sent from v through the network. The format of su h a
message is hjoin; u; s1 : : : smi, where u is the IP-address of u. This message is routed as a lookup
message, where s1 : : : sm plays the role of the key. Hen e, the join-message eventually rea hes a node
w, with label x1 : : : xk , and responsible for the key s1 : : : sm . I.e., x1 : : : xk is a pre x of s1 : : : sm .
If k = m, i.e., x1 : : : xk = s1 : : : sm , then the join fails, and u must hoose another temporary label.
Su h a failure o urs with probability at most n=2m , whi h is virtually null even for one billion
nodes, for m = 128 or 256. Hen e, assume k < m (in pra ti e k is mu h smaller than m). Node
u gets the label x1 : : : xk 1, and w extends its label to x1 : : : xk 0. This operation is alled label
extension.
At this point, only w knows about u, and w ontinues to a t as x1 : : : xk until the end of the join
pro edure, to preserve onsisten y.
2.3.2 Key redistribution

The part of the lookup table stored by w that orresponds to keys whi h have x1 : : : xk 1 as pre x
is transfered from w to u. A tually, only the keys orresponding to IP-addresses of nodes holding
published resour es are transfered to u. Hen e, the volume of the transfer is mu h smaller than
2m k 1 whi h is the range of keys managed by u. Again, to preserve onsisten y, node w keeps a
opy of the lookup table orresponding to the transfered keys, until the end of the join pro edure.
2.3.3 Updating the onne tions
a) Child-

onne tions. Node u gets from w the IP-addresses of all hildren of w. We onsider two
ases, depending on whether w has a loop around it, i.e., whether or not w is labeled 00 : : : 0 or
11 : : : 1.
1. General ase: there is a pair of indexes i; j su h that xi 6= xj . We onsider the two ex lusive
ases:
(a) If w has a unique hild labeled x2 : : : xj , j  k, then this hild be omes the unique hild
of u, and remains hild of w (see Figure 3(a)).
(b) If w has several hildren, with labels of the form x2 : : : xk y1 : : : y`, `  1 (see Figure 3(b)),
then those satisfying y1 = 1 be ome the hildren of u. They are informed by w that w
is no more their parent, and must be repla ed by u. Children of w with y1 = 0 remain
hildren of w.
2. Spe i ase: w is labeled : : : , 2 f0; 1g. Then it has hildren of the form : : : y1 : : : y`,
`  1, with y1 = . By label-extension, either w or u takes label : : : , while the other
9
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Figure 3: Updating the onne tions after a join
takes label : : : . Node labeled : : : takes : : : as unique hild, while node
: : : takes all nodes : : : y1 : : : y` = : : : y2 : : : y` as hildren.
b) Parent- onne tions. Every parent w0 of w is informed by w of the existen e of a new node u
labeled x1 : : : xk 1, of the IP-address u of u, and of the new label x1 : : : xk 0 of w.
1. General ase: there is a pair of indexes i; j su h that xi 6= xj . We onsider the two following
sub- ases:
(a) If w0 is labeled x1 : : : xj with j  k (see Figure 3( )), then w0 takes u as one of its hild,
and modi es the label of w in its routing table. Hen e w0 has one more hild, and its
degree in reases by one.
(b) If w0 is labeled x1 : : : xk y1 : : : y` with `  1 (see Figure 3(d)), then w0 keeps w as hild
if y1 = 0, or repla es w by u if y1 = 1.
2. Spe i ase: w is labeled : : : , 2 f0; 1g. Again, by label-extension, either w or u takes
label : : : , while the other takes label : : : . There are two ex lusive sub- ases:
(a) w has a parent of the form : : : with j  k 's. Then node labeled : : : takes
this node as its parents, while node labeled : : : takes both : : : and : : : as
parents.
(b) w has parents of the form : : : y1 : : : y`, with k 's and `  1. Then node labeled
: : : takes those with y1 = as parents, while : : : takes those with y1 = ,
together with node : : : , as parents.
) Sibling onne tions. Node u gets from w the IP-addresses of its up-sibling, whi h is just the
former up-sibling of w. This node is informed that its down sibling is no more w but u. The new
up-sibling of w is simply u, and the down-sibling of u is w.
10

2.4

The Leave Pro edure

The leave pro edure performs in three stages:
1. Finding a substitute for the leaving node;
2. Redistribution of the keys;
3. Updating the onne tions.
Obviously, if a node rashes, the leaving pro edure may not be entirely exe uted, possibly it would
not be exe uted at all. The ase of a rash is in fa t very di erent from the ase of a leave, and
thus will be onsiderer later in the text ( f. Se tion 4.2.1). In the urrent setting, we onsider a
node u labeled x1 : : : xk leaving properly the system.
2.4.1 Node substitution

If a node v labeled x1 : : : xk 1xk is in the network, then the lookup tables managed by u and v
are merged and stored entirely by v, whi h is relabeled in x1 : : : xk 1. If x1 : : : xk 1xk is not a
valid label in the network, then the node-substitution pro edure is slightly more omplex. For
instan e, x1 : : : xk 1xk may have been extended in x1 : : : xk 1xk 0 and x1 : : : xk 1xk 1. Possibly, one
of these two latter labels (possibly both) has then been extended, and so on. Su h label-extensions
reate a virtual binary tree rooted at x1 : : : xk 1xk , whose leaves are nodes urrently in the system
(see Figure 2(b)). In this tree, the hildren of an internal vertex x1 : : : xk 1xk y1 : : : yp are verti es
x1 : : : xk 1 xk y1 : : : yp0 and x1 : : : xk 1xk y1 : : : yp 1. Sin e the depth of this virtual binary tree is nite
(it is at most m k), there is at least one pair of leaves whose labels di er only at the rightmost
bit-position. Let us all riti al pair su h a pair of leaves. In Figure 2(b), there is a riti al pair
fx1 : : : xk 1xk 1010; x1 : : : xk 1xk 1011g.
The sibling onne tions allow to nd a riti al pair for every node u labeled x1 : : : xk leaving the
system, as follows. If xk = 0 a riti al-pair message is sent to the up-sibling u0 of u. This message
has format hleave; ui. If u0 has label x1 : : : xk 11, then fu; u0 g is a riti al pair. Otherwise, u0
forwards the message to its up-sibling u00. If the labels of u0 and u00 di er only at the rightmost
bit-position, then fu0 ; u00 g is a riti al pair. And so on. Sin e the sibling hain is bounded, a riti al
pair will eventually be found. In ase xk = 1, one pro eeds the same using down-sibling onne tions
instead of up-sibling onne tions.
Informally, one node of the riti al pair will be the substitute for u, and the other will be the
substitute for the two nodes of the riti al pair. This is detailed in the next se tion.
2.4.2 Updating the network

There are two ases depending whether the leaving node u belongs to the identi ed riti al pair
fv; v0 g.
If u 2 fv; v0 g, then node u0 labeled x1 : : : xk 1xk belongs to fv; v0 g as well, and be omes the
substitute for u and u0. Hen e, u0 re eives from u all information about the keys managed by u. It
also re eives from u all the information about the sibling, parents, and hildren onne tions of u.
Node u0 is relabeled in x1 : : : xk 1. (This operation is alled label- ontra tion.) Then u0 informs its
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Figure 4: An example of the behavior of d2b
parents that its label was ontra ted, and u informs its parents that it leaves the network. Node u
an then leave the network. Node u0 stores in its routing tables the IP-addresses and labels of the
former hildren of u, whi h now be ome hildren of u0 . Finally, u0 informs the former parents of u
that it is now their hild, with label x1 : : : xk 1.
If u 2= fv; v0 g, then assume, w.l.o.g., that v is labeled x1 : : : xk 1xk y1 : : : yp0 and v0 is labeled
x1 : : : xk 1 xk y1 : : : yp1. Node v0 is the substitute for v and v0 , while node v is the substitute for u.
Hen e v0 perform the same pro edure for v and v0 as u0 performed for u and u0 in the previous ase.
In parti ular, the label of v0 is ontra ted into x1 : : : xk 1xk y1 : : : yp. Node v takes the label of u,
and retrieves from u its lookup and routing tables. As soon as v has retrieved all information from
u, node u leaves the system.
2.5

Example

An example of the behavior of d2b is presented on Figure 4. The rst node entering the network
(see (a)) takes the empty string ? as label. When a se ond node joins (see (b)), this label is
extended to 0 while the new node takes label 1. Then a new node joins (see ( )). Assuming that it
hooses a temporary label 1   , node labeled 1 extends its label to 10 while the new node takes label
11. A fourth node joins (see (d)). Assuming that it hooses a temporary label 0   , node 0 extends
its label to 00 while the new node takes label 01. The resulting network is the graph B (2; 2). In
(e), a new node joins with temporary label 01   . In (f), a new node joins with temporary label
011   . In (g), a new node joins with temporary label 11   . And in (h), a new node joins with
temporary label 00   . Note the out-degree 5 of node 10 in (h). In (i), a new node joins with
temporary label 10   . Node 100 and 101 have roughly half the degree of node 10 in (h). Finally,
in (j), the node with label 0110 leaves the network, and thus node 0111 ontra ts its label to 011.
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The resulting network is the graph B (2; 3), already depi ted on Figure 1. The fa t that steps (d)
and (j) result in de Bruijn graphs is a oin iden e, and in general the d2b topology is di erent
from the topology of de Bruijn graphs. However, the \expe ted topology" of d2b is lose to a de
Bruijn graph for values of n that are lose to powers of 2.
3

Main properties of

d2b

This se tion is entirely dedi ated to the proof of the following result. We prove orre tness under
the assumption that joins and leaves do not overlap. Nevertheless, on an relax this restri tive
assumption by using the te hniques presented in [11, 12℄.
Theorem 3.1 The d2b network of key-set
the following:






K = fm-bit stringsg is provably

orre t, and satis es

The expe ted number of keys managed by a node of an n-node d2b network is
w.h.p., at most O(jKj log n=n).

jKj=n, and is,

A lookup for a key  initiated from any node labeled x1 : : : xk is routed orre tly, and, w.h.p.,
rea hes the node responsible for the key  in at most O(log n) hops. With probability 1 o(1),
the longest route followed by a lookup message is at most O(log n) hops.
At ea h intermediate node, the routing de ision takes O(log log n) omparisons of words on
O(log n) bits. The expe ted ongestion of any server is O((log n)=n), whi h is optimal among
all networks of onstant degree. W.h.p., the ongestion of a server is at most O((log2 n)=n).

During a join or a leave, the key redistribution involves only two nodes for a join, and at
most three nodes for a leave. The expe ted number of link modi ations due to a join or a
leave is O(1), and is, w.h.p., at most O(log n).

The fa t that, during a join or a leave, the key-redistribution involves only two nodes for a join,
and at most three nodes for a leave, is straightforward by onstru tion. All the other properties
are onsequen es of the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 At any given time, we have :
1. For any  2 f0; 1gm , there is a unique node in the d2b network whose label is a pre x of .
2. Let u be a node of d2b labeled x1 : : : xk , with at least two hildren. If there are i; j su h
that xi 6= xj , then the hildren of u are of the form x2 : : : xk y1 : : : y`, `  1, and the set of
sequen es y1 : : : y` of all the hildren of u is a universal pre x set. If x1 = : : : = xk = , then
the hildren of u are of the form x2 : : : xk y1 : : : y`, `  2, y1 = , and the set of sequen es
y2 : : : y` of all the hildren of u is a universal pre x set.

Initially, there is a unique node in the network, labeled by the empty string ?. This label
is the pre x of any string in f0; 1g . Thus Property 1 holds initially. Node with label ? has no
parent, nor hild. So Property 2 holds as well. We show that these two properties are preserved
after a join or a leave.

Proof.
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{ The

ase of a join.

{ The

ase of a leave.

Assume that the network urrently satis es properties 1, and 2, and that a new node u joins the
network. Let s1 : : : sm be the temporary label of u, and let x1 : : : xk be the label of node v urrently
responsible for key s1 : : : sm. The joining node u is given label x1 : : : xk 1, while v extends its label to
x1 : : : xk 0. The key-redistribution proto ol des ribed in Se tion 2.3.2 learly insures that property 1
is satis ed after the join sin e all keys with pre x x1 : : : xk 1 are moved from v to u. For Property 2,
we onsider separately the hildren- and parent- onne tions.
If node v had at least two hildren before the join, then, by property 2, these hildren have labels
of the form x2 : : : xk y1 : : : y`. By onstru tion ( f. the update of the onne tions in Se tion 2.3.3),
if there are two indexes i 6= j su h that xi 6= xj , then hildren with labels x2 : : : xk 1y2 : : : y` be ome
hildren of u, while hildren with labels of the form x2 : : : xk 0y2 : : : y` remain hildren of v. Sin e
the initial set of sequen es y1 : : : y` is a universal pre x set, the same holds for the two sets of
sequen es y2 : : : y` orresponding to u and v. (Note that these sequen es may be empty, but an
empty string is a universal pre x set, and anyway the lemma onsiders only nodes with at least
two hildren.) Therefore, property 2 remains satis ed for both u and v. If x1 = : : : = xk = , then
node x1 : : : xk has a unique hild, and node x1 : : : xk has hildren all the initial hildren of v. By
property 2, these hildren were labeled : : : y1 : : : y` with y1 = , `  2, and the set of sequen es
y2 : : : y` is a universal pre x set. Therefore, Property 2 remains satis ed for u and v.
If node v had a parent with label of the form x1 : : : xj before the join, then, after the join, this
parent has repla ed its hild x1 : : : xk by two hildren labeled x1 : : : xk 0 and x1 : : : xk 1, and therefore
property 2 holds. If node v had parents with label of the form x1 : : : xk y1 : : : y` before the join,
then, after the join, parents of the form x1 : : : xk 0y2 : : : y` have x1 : : : xk 0 as unique hild, and
those of the form x1 : : : xk 1y2 : : : y` have x1 : : : xk 1 as unique hild. Therefore property 2 holds
after the join.
Assume now that the network satis es properties 1, and 2, and that node u labeled x1 : : : xk leaves
the network. From the des ription of the pro edure in Se tion 2.4.2, we assume rst, for the sake of
simpli ity, that u belongs to the riti al pair, i.e., there is a node v labeled x1 : : : xk 1xk urrently
in the network. By onstru tion, node v relabels itself in x1 : : : xk 1, and takes are of all keys
previously managed by u. Hen e, property 1 remains satis ed after the leave.
If x1 : : : xk had a unique hild x2 : : : xj , j < k, before the leave, then x1 : : : xk 1xk had also x2 : : : xj
as unique hild. After the leave, node x2 : : : xj be omes the unique hild of x1 : : : xk 1. Hen e,
property 2 remains satis ed after the leave. If x1 : : : xk had a unique hild x2 : : : xk , before the
leave, and x1 : : : xk 1xk had hildren with labels of the form x2 : : : xk 1xk y1 : : : y` before the leave,
where the sequen es y1 : : : y` form a universal pre x set, then, after the leave, x1 : : : xk 1 has hildren x2 : : : xk and all the x2 : : : xk 1xk y1 : : : y`. Hen e, property 2 remains satis ed after the leave
sin e fxk g [ fxk y1 : : : y`g is a universal pre x set. Finally, if node x1 : : : xk had hildren with labels
x2 : : : xk y1 : : : yp before the leave, while x1 : : : xk 1 xk had hildren with labels x2 : : : xk 1 xk z1 : : : zq ,
then, after the leave node labeled x1 : : : xk 1 has hildren nodes labeled x2 : : : xk y1 : : : yp and
x2 : : : xk 1 xk z1 : : : zq . Property 2 remains satis ed after the leave sin e both the y1 : : : yp 's and
the z1 : : : zq 's are universal pre x sets.
Parents of x1 : : : xk and x1 : : : xk 1xk of the form x1 : : : xk y1 : : : yp and x1 : : : xk 1xk z1 : : : zq ,
respe tively, have x1 : : : xk 1 as unique hild after the leave. Hen e property 2 is satis ed. A
parent of x1 : : : xk and x1 : : : xk 1xk with label of the form x1 : : : xj , j < k, has hild x1 : : : xk 1
after the leaves. Therefore, if x1 : : : xj satis ed property 2 before the leaves, it satis es it after
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the leaves as well.
Lemma 3.2 A lookup initiated by any node labeled x1 : : : xk rea hes its destination in at most k
hops.

Let us onsider a node u labeled x1 : : : xk looking for key  = 1 : : : m . The lookup is
performed by routing 1 : : : m toward the node v responsible for that key.
Claim. The label of any node w 6= v along the route from u to v is of the form xi : : : xj S where
j  i, S is a binary string, possibly empty, and the length of the longest binary string that is a
suÆx of xi : : : xj S and a pre x of  is of length at least jS j.
At u, i = 1, j = k, and S = ?, so the laim holds for the rst node of the route. Let xi : : : xj s1 : : : s
be the label of the urrent node w 6= v, and assume that the length of the longest binary string
T that is a suÆx of xi : : : xj s1 : : : s and a pre x of  is of length at least . Assume rst that w
is not labeled : : : . If w has more than one hild, then from Lemma 3.1, there is a hild w0
labeled L = xi+1 : : : xj s1 : : : s y1 : : : y` su h that T y1 : : : y` is a binary string that is a suÆx of L
and a pre x of . From the hoi e of y1 : : : y` in the routing proto ol, the next node on the route
from u to v is the node w0 labeled L. This label is of the form xi0 : : : xj S 0 and satis es the property
of the laim. If w has a unique hild, then it is either of the form xi+1 : : : xj0 where i + 1  j 0  j ,
or of the form xi : : : xj s1 : : : s0 where 1  0  . In both ases, the label of the hild satis es the
hypothesis of the laim. The ase where w is labeled : : : (whi h an a tually o ur only for
w = u) is treated similarly, again by appli ation of Lemma 3.1. This ompletes the proof of the
laim.
From the laim, if xi : : : xj S is the label of the urrent node along the route from u to v, then the
label of next node is of the form xi+1 : : : xj0 S 0 , where S and S 0 satisfy the hypotheses of the laim.
Therefore, either, after i 1 hops from node labeled x1 : : : xk , one rea hes a node labeled xi : : : xj S
where xi : : : xj S is a pre x of , or, after i 1 hops, one rea hes a node labeled xiS where S is
a pre x of . In the former ase, we are done. In the latter, the next node of the route is the
destination. Thus, in both ases, one rea hes the node v responsible for the key , and the number
of hops along the route from u to v is at most (i 1) + 1  k.

Proof.

Lemma 3.3 Assume that nodes joins and leaves at random. Then, w.h.p., the label x1 : : : xk of
any node of an n-node d2b network satis es log n log log n O(1)  k  O(log n). Also, with
probability 1 o(1), the longest label x1 : : : xk satis es k = O(log n).

Let us onsider a node u with label x1 : : : xk in d2b. Sin e nodes independently join and
leave at random, the set of labels in an n-node d2b network are those that would be obtained by
hoosing n integers independently and uniformly at random in [0; 2m ). Let I be an interval of [0; 2m )
starting at val(x), and ontaining 2m log n=n integers, for any onstant > 3. The probability
that an integer is hosen in I is log n=n. Let X be the random variable ounting the number of
integers hosen in I . From Cherno bound5, Prob(jX log nj > p3 log n) < 2=n. Therefore,
w.h.p., at least one integer is hosen in I , and thus u is responsible for less than 2m log n=n keys.
Hen e, sin e a node responsible for at most 2q keys has a label on at least m q bits, we have
k  log n log log n log . Also, w.h.p., no more than O(log n) integers are hosen in I , and thus
m
u is responsible for at least 2O jI j n = n22O lognn keys. Hen e, k  O(log n).

Proof.

(log

)

(log

)

P

Re all that the so- alled Cherno bound says that, given N pairwise independent Bernouilli variables X1 ; : : : ; XN
2
of same parameter p > 0, Prob(j i Xi N pj > k) < 2e k =3Np , for any positive k  N p.
5
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Let us split [0; 2m ) into (n= log n) intervals of size 2m log n=n, and onsider n integers independently and uniformly hosen at random in [0; 2m ). We apply the following result by Raab and
Steger [18℄, on the \balls into bins" game. Assume that we throw n balls independently and uniformly at random into b bins, where n = b log b for some onstant . Let X be the random variable
ounting the maximum number of balls in any bin. Then Prob(X > d log n) = o(1) where d is a
onstant depending on . Applying dire tly this result to our setting yields that the probability
that the maximum number of integers hosen in any interval ex eeds O(log n) is o(1). Therefore,
with probability 1 o(1), the minimum number of keys managed by any node of a d2b network is
at least 2m log n=n2O(log n) , and thus the maximum length of all labels is at most O(log n).
The following is a dire t onsequen e of Lemma 3.3.
Corollary 3.1 The number of keys managed by a node of an n-node d2b network is, w.h.p., at
most O(2m log n=n).

The following is a dire t onsequen e of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3.
Corollary 3.2 The number of hops experien ed by a lookup to rea h its destination in an n-node
d2b network is, w.h.p., at most O(log n).
Lemma 3.4 The expe ted number of link-modi ations due to a join or a leave is onstant, and
is, w.h.p., at most O(log n).

Let x1 : : : xk be the label of a node u. If u has more than a single hild, then these hildren
are labeled with string of the form x2 : : : xk y1 : : : y` where `  1. The range of keys overed by the
hildren of u goes from x2 : : : xk 0 : : : 0 with m k + 1 zeros, to x2 : : : xk 1 : : : 1 with m k + 1 ones.
From Lemma 3.3, w.h.p., k  log n log log n O(1). Therefore the number of keys managed by
all hildren of u together is at most 2m log n+log log n+O(1) = O(2m log n=n). From Cherno bound,
this range of keys is, w.h.p., overed by at most O(log n) nodes. Therefore, the out-degree of u is,
w.h.p., O(log n). The same argument applies for the in-degree of node u by onsidering separately
parents of the form 0x1 : : : xk y1 : : : y`, and those of the form 1x1 : : : xk y1 : : : y`. Hen e the degree of
u is, w.h.p., O(log n).

Proof.

Lemma 3.5 The expe ted ongestion of a server is O((log n)=n), and is, w.h.p., O((log2 n)=n).
Proof. Let u be any node urrently in d2b, and let x1 : : : xk be its label. We ompute an
upper bound on the load of u, i.e., on the number of lookups that pass through u, or ends at
u. The expe ted size of the lookup table stored by u is O(2m =n). Therefore, sin e there are
n 1 possible sour es, the expe ted load indu ed by lookups for keys stored at u is O(2m ). The
lookups whi h traverse u have a spe i format. For a sour e labeled y1 : : : y`x1 : : : xi, i  1,
the requested keys must be of the form xj : : : xk 1 : : : m k+j 1 where j  i + 1. The expe ted
number of nodes with a label terminated by the sequen e x1 : : : xi is n=2i . The number of keys of
the form xj : : : xk 1 : : : m k+j 1 with j  i + 1 is at most 2m k+i, and thus in average at most
2m+i =n. Therefore, for a given i, the expe ted ontribution to the load is at most 2m . Sin e there
are O(log n) possible values for i, the expe ted total load is O(2m log n), and thus the expe ted
ongestion is at most O(log n=n).
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Now, from Lemma 3.3, w.h.p., k  log n log log n O(1). Therefore, the size of the lookup table
stored by u is, w.h.p., at most O(2m log n=n). Let i0 = log n log log n, and let i  i0 . Applying
Cherno bound, the number of nodes whose labels are terminated by the sequen e x1 : : : xi is at
most O(n=2i ) with probability at least 1 O( n log1 n ). Therefore, the ontribution of su h nodes
to the load of u is at most O(2m k+in=2i )  O(2m log n) with probability at least 1 O( n log1 n ).
Therefore, nodes with label ontaining a sequen e x1 : : : xi as suÆx for some i  i0 ontribute of
O(2m log2 n) to the load of u, with high probability.
Let i > i0 , and let us ompute the ontribution to the load of nodes with labels ontaining a
sequen e x1 : : : xi as suÆx. By Cherno bound, there are, w.h.p., at most O(log n) nodes with labels
terminated by the sequen e xi i : : : xi, and therefore at most O(log n) nodes with labels terminated
by the sequen e x1 : : : xi. The ontribution of these nodes to the load is at most O((log n)2m k+i).
Summing up these ontributions for all i's, i0 < i  k, the resulting ontribution to the load is
O(2m log n).
Therefore, the total load of u is, w.h.p., O(2m log2 n). Thus its ongestion is, w.h.p., O((log2 n)=n).
0

An expe ted ongestion of O((log n)=n) is optimal for an n-node network of onstant
degree with jKj=n keys per node. Indeed, let us onsider a dire ted graph withPmaximum
in- and
d
i . Therefore,
out-degree . The number
of
nodes
at
distan
e

d
from
any
node
u
is
at
most

i=0
there are at most O(pn=) nodes at distan e  21 log n, and thus there are (n) nodes at distan e
(log n). Therefore, ea h node ontributes of (jKj log n) to the load, resulting in a global load
of (njKj log n). To have n o(n) nodes with load O(jKj log n), the global load must be balan ed
among nodes. Thus n o(n) nodes have load (jKj log n), and thus a ongestion ((log n)=n).

Remark.

4

Variants of the Constru tion

In this se tion, we present several variants of d2b, in luding the d-dimensional version of the
network, an attempt to mat h the logi al network to the physi al one, a dis ussion about the
robustness of d2b, and a simple strategy to de rease the degree of the nodes.
4.1

The

d-dimensional d2b

network

The d-dimensional d2b, d  2, uses the set of keys K = f0; : : : ; dm g, i.e., the set of words of length m
on an alphabet of d letters 0; 1; : : : ; d 1. The underlying topology of d2b is B (d; k). More pre isely,
a node of the d-dimensional d2b is labeled by a pair hx1 : : : xk ; [a; b℄i where xi 2 f0; : : : ; d 1g, and
0  a  b  d 1.
Node labeled hx1 : : : xk ; [a; b℄i is responsible for the key  2 f0; : : : ; d 1gm if and only if x1 : : : xk
is a pre x of  for some 2 [a; b℄. A universal pre x property, de ned similarly to the ase d = 2,
insures that all keys are assigned. During a join, if the temporary label of a node u is managed
by node w of label hx1 : : : xk ; [a; b℄i, then v extends its label in the following way. If a < b, then v
hanges its label to hx1 : : : xk ; [a; a + b b 2 a ℄i while u takes label hx1 : : : xk ; [a + b b 2 a +1; b℄i. If a = b,
then v hanges its label to hx1 : : : xk a; [0; b d 2 1 ℄i while u takes label hx1 : : : xk a; [b d 2 1 + 1; d 1℄i.
The hildren of node hx1 : : : xk ; [a; b℄i are either of the form hx2 : : : xj ; [ ; ℄i, j  k, or of the form
hx2 : : : xk y1 : : : y`; [ ; ℄i, `  1. Routing performs as in the 2-dimensional ase, by looking for the
longest pre x of the requested key among the suÆxes of the labels of the hildren. The sibling
17

onne tions are de ned in a way similar to the 2-dimensional ase, and the leave pro edure also
performs the same by looking for a riti al pair among the sibling nodes.
One an easily he k that the expe ted length k of a label hx1 : : : xk ; [a; b℄i is O(logd n), yielding an
expe ted degree of O(d) and a diameter O(logd n). Hen e, the d-dimensional d2b allows a trade-o
between the lookup laten y, and the time required to update the onne tions after a join or a leave.
It also provides a network more robust against pro essor rash, as dis ussed in the next se tion.
4.2

Improving the performan es of

d2b

4.2.1 Robustness

A peer-to-peer system must be able to support a ertain number of pro essor rashes, and the
brute dis onne tion of users not respe ting the leave pro edure. As in most of the CANs proposed
in the literature, nodes of d2b must ontrol ea h other by periodi al ex hanges of pings between
neighbors. When the failure of a node is dete ted, its neighbors a t as for a leave of this node.
The lo al lookup table of the faulty node is however lost. Nodes republish their keys periodi ally
so that lost lookup tables an be re onstru ted (see [9℄ for more detail). If a node loses all its
neighbors, i.e., if all neighbors of a node quit brutally the network (without exe uting the leave
pro edure), then this node must re onta t an entry point (one of those nodes in the network whose
addresses are publi ), and simulate the leave pro edure exe uted by its neighbors. To avoid an
ex essive use of the entry points, it is desirable that the dis onne tion of nodes be unlikely. Hen e,
it is desirable that the degree of a node be suÆ iently large. The d-dimensional d2b has expe ted
degree (d). Hen e, one an take d large enough so that a node has little han e to lose all its
neighbors simultaneously. If one prefers to use the 2-dimensional d2b (say, for a sake of simpli ity),
an appropriate solution onsists to systemati ally onne t every node x1 : : : xk to at least log n
des endants of the form xi : : : xk y1 : : : y`, for i  1. As a side e e t, this solution provides shorter
routes to the lookup messages.
4.2.2 Optimized hoi e of node label

The maximum degree of d2b is determined by a \balls into bins" game. Given an interval I of
[0; 2m ) of length 2m log n=n, we have seen that the Cherno bound insures that at most O(log n)
nodes have values in I , w.h.p., and hen e the degree of any given node is O(log n), w.h.p. Using the
result in [18℄, we have seen that the maximum, taken over all intervals I , of the number of nodes
having values in I , is O(log n), with probability 1 o(1). This follows from the fa t that throwing
n balls at random into b bins, with n ' b log b, results in a maximum number of balls in any bin of
O(log n) with probability 1 o(1).
Now, in their seminal paper, Azar
[1℄ onsidered the following pro ess: balls are thrown one
by one; d bins are sele ted at random for ea h ball; the ball hooses the bin ontaining urrently
the least number of balls among the d sele ted bins. It is shown in [1℄ that, as n goes to in nity,
the number of balls in the fullest box is (n=b + lnln n= ln d), with probability 1 o(1). Hen e the
deviation to the mean is exponentially less than if no hoi e is given to the balls, even for d = 2.
This suggests to give a hoi e among d  2 di erent labels for ea h node that joins the network.
Ea h joining node u hooses d temporary labels. For ea h temporary label L, u omputes how
many keys would be assigned to it if hoosing L as label. Node u hooses the label that maximizes
the number of keys that will be under its responsibility. In this way, one expe ts the keys to be
et al.
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better balan ed among nodes.
4.2.3 Mat hing with the physi al network

A CAN is a logi al network. In parti ular, onne tions between neighbors may not respe t the
lo ality onstraints of the physi al network (geographi al, te hnologi al, et .). Tapestry and some
other CANs o er several alternative routes between any two nodes, and routing aims to sele t
the best one (whose quality is often estimated as the round-trip time of a ping). However, the
setting of the network itself is not optimized, and the routes are omputed
. If a joining
node sele ts several temporary labels, it may sele t the \best" labels among them. The sele tion
ould be performed a ording to the IP-address of the neighbors, giving a preferen e to the label
with neighbors that are lose physi ally in Internet. An alternative hoi e ould be based, as for
Tapestry, on pings addressed to the neighbors.
a posteriori

5

Con luding Remarks and Future Works

We have presented d2b, a new ontent-addressable network for peer-to-peer systems. Beside its
simpli ity ( omparable to the one of, say, Chord), and its s alability, the main hara teristi s of
d2b are: onstant expe ted update time (O(log n), w.h.p.), any lookup rea hes its destination
in O(log n) hops, w.h.p., and the expe ted ongestion of a node is O((log n)=n) (O((log2 n)=n),
w.h.p.). These ni e features suggest that d2b is a very promising andidate for the onstru tion of
distributed lookup tables. A proje t re ently starts at LRI, aiming to merge the on epts of global
omputing and peer-to-peer systems (see [25℄). The integration of d2b as a basi support for the
global and P2P omputing platform developed within this proje t is urrently under dis ussion.
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